FOOTBOARD EXTENSIONS  |  CAL KING
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Parts List:
2 Footboard Extensions  |  6 Lock Nuts  |  6 Carriage Bolts  |  6 Washers

Step 1
Align Footboard extension with the three corresponding holes at the foot of the bed frame as shown in figure 1.

Step 2
Thread Carriage bolts through each hole towards the outside of the frame. Pair each bolt with a washer and lock nut. Place the washers on the end of the bolt and hand-tighten each lock nut.

Step 3
Repeat this step for the opposing foot of the bed frame.

Step 4
Using the included wrench, tighten the nuts and bolts the rest of the way.

Note:
Footboard extensions are meant for use with Structures™ bed frames only. Fits model ST6633BF and ST6633GL.